A controversial Chinese dinosaur fossil, which has meandered for years through the international underground world of dealers, has been bought by a leading German museum, the institution's director said last week.
The psittacosaurid fossil -with a tail clad in spines reminiscent of the quills of a porcupine, never before seen on such specimens -is now at the Naturmuseum Senckenberg in Frankfurt, acknowledged palaeontologist Fritz Steininger. The specimen was purchased this summer from a German dealer, Ulrich Leonhardt, for around US$200,000, which is being paid in instalments, said Steininger.
Some prominent palaeontologists believe that the fossil was smuggled out of China, and the propriety of its purchase by the Senckenberg is expected to stir intense debate in the palaeontological community.
Many major museums would have nothing to do with such a specimen, because their rules prevent them from handling fossils of questionable provenance. For instance, the American Museum of Natural History in New York wouldn't allow the specimen in the door, says palaeontology curator Mark Norell. Norell, who works extensively in Asia, says the fossil has been "stolen from China".
Steininger took issue with such an assessment. He says his museum has proper German importation documents and exportation records from the United States, where he said Leonhardt bought it. But Steininger would not discuss any authenticating papers from China.
"We have requests from people to come and work on the specimen," says Steininger. "Everyone who is entitled to can study it. We are trying to do our best."
The museum is reconstructing an almost-complete fossil of the animal, which was at least a metre long and lived more than 100 million years ago. The quills on its tail seem to be different from the feather-like integument found in other dinosaurs. The existence of a dinosaur with such unusual integumentary structures will provoke considerable interest among palaeontologists.
But Senckenberg scientists may find it difficult to publish their results in a reputable journal, given the fossil's background. Most journals require records documenting a specimen, such as a museum number. Historically, peer reviewers for leading journals have recommended rejecting manuscripts on specimens lacking such a number.
Steininger revealed that the fossil was at his museum after learning that Nature was preparing an article on its globe-trotting trail into the hands of the dealer, whose firm, Leonhardt & Partner, is based in Kirchheim, Germany. Two years ago, before it was bought by the Senckenberg, Leonhardt allowed an Italian dealer to take the specimen to the Museo Civico di Storia Naturale in Milan, Italy, for analysis (see Nature 412, 844; 2001).
The dealer, Flavio Bacchia of the Stone Age shop in Trieste, Italy, said Leonhardt returned to Germany with the specimen after Milan scientists learned of the fossil's significance. Earlier this year, a palaeontologist spotted the crated fossil in a vehicle in a parking lot near the University of Tübingen in Germany, being offered for sale for $300,000. Leonhardt declined to be interviewed.
Previously, the specimen had made its way around the world, first surfacing some three years ago at a fossil and mineral show in Tucson, Arizona. A dealer there sold it to an American museum, which later returned it. The dealer then sold it to Leonhardt, said Steininger.
When the specimen was in Milan last year, it was examined by palaeontologist Eric Buffetaut of the CNRS, France's national research agency. Realizing its importance, Buffetaut tried unsuccessfully to organize its repatriation to China. A retired Chinese palaeontologist from Beijing's Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology visited Milan to negotiate its return, but failed to do so (see Nature 414, 147; 2001). 
